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**Errata**

**Chapter I:**
- p. 26, footnote 3, second line: the page number is “111” (not “11”)  
- p. 29, footnote 8, fourth line: capitalize title (“Establishment and Consolidation of the New Regime,”)
- p. 31, footnote 16, second line: July 2016 (not August); colon before 34 (not comma)
- p. 41, footnote 47, sixth line: add “and” before “Elizabeth Perry”
- p. 41, footnote 47, tenth line: full stop after “2011.” Begin with: “For a list of...”
- p. 42, footnote 49, fourth line: add “and” before “Andreas”

**Chapter II:**
- p. 46, second paragraph, second line: replace “collectivization” with “nationalization of industries”
- p. 49, second paragraph, fourth line: replace “Communist Parties” with “communist parties”
- p. 49, footnote 15, ninth line: add “and” before “Roderick”
- p. 57, footnote 41, fifth line: delete the comma before the bracket (“... China (Cambridge)...”).
- p. 62, footnote 51, first line: replace “terms” with “term”
- p. 64, footnote 59, fourth line: replace “25ff.” with “170ff.”
- p. 65, footnote 63: delete “255”
- p. 70, footnote 78, first line: replace “organization’s” (singular) with: organizations’ (plural)
- p. 78, first paragraph, eighth line: delete “in April”

**Chapter III:**
- p. 86, third paragraph, second line: replace “vent” with “event”
- p. 88, second paragraph, eleventh line: delete “; once again,”
- p. 93, footnote 42, fourth line: delete the comma before the bracket (“... Reform (Cambridge)...”).
- p. 95, second paragraph, ninth line: delete “1984” and replace with “in the mid-1980s”
- p. 95, footnote 50: delete “206” and replace it with “197”
- p. 97, second paragraph, fourth line: delete “economic”
- p. 100, first paragraph, sixth line: replace “depending on whether they had a hukou for the countryside or the cities” with “depending on whether they lived in the countryside or the city.”
- p. 102, first paragraph, first line: delete one of two “the”
- p. 103, second paragraph, ninth and tenth line: replace “the PRC’s” with “China’s”; replace “unification” with “reunification”
- p. 105, footnote 85, first line: replace “2017” with “2018”
- p. 105, footnote 85, third line: add “on the succession rules see” before “Peter Lee...”
- p. 107, footnote 89, sixth line: delete the semicolon at the end of the line and replace it with a colon.
- p. 108, first paragraph, first line: delete “PLA”
- p. 108, second paragraph, third line: replace “automatic rifles, tanks, and explosives” with “automatic rifles and tanks”
- p. 111, second paragraph, second line: delete “or the China Model”
- p. 112, first paragraph, second line: put the word cheap in exclamation marks: “cheap”
- p. 112, second paragraph, eleventh line: after “and” add “capital from”
- p. 113, second paragraph, fifteenth line: replace “all” with “large”

**Chapter IV:**
- p. 117, first paragraph, fifth line: delete “collective”
- p. 118, third paragraph, sixth line: replace “The lack of state funding” with “High fees and taxes”
- p. 122, first paragraph, second line: delete “CCP”
- p. 127, footnote 36, first line: before “So” add “Alvin”
- p. 135, headline: change to “Global Financial Crisis and Stimulus”
- p. 137, first paragraph, sixth line: delete the comma before “regions”
- p. 138, footnote 57, third line: delete the comma before the bracket (“... Resistance (Chicago...))”)
- p. 143, footnote 74, second line: replace “guards” with “personnel”
- p. 150, first paragraph, fifth and fourth line from the bottom: replace “hundreds” with “dozens”
- p. 156, footnote 113, second line: replace “province” with “region”

**Conclusion:**
- p. 175, third paragraph, seventh line: delete “Xi Jinping’s” and replace it with “the leadership’s”
- p. 176, first paragraph, eighth line: replace “province’s” with “region’s”
- p. 182, third paragraph, ninth line: change “Capitalists” to “Capitalist”
- p. 188, second paragraph, first line: before “regimes” add “parties and”

**Epilogue:**
- p. 193, second paragraph, tenth line: replace “most” with “many”

**Timeline:**
- p. 194, second paragraph, fourth and third line from the bottom: replace “positions and concepts developed in those struggles” with “groups and practices those struggles inspired”
- p. 218, first row, fourth column: after “Collectivization” add “and nationalization”
- p. 218, tenth row, second column: add a comma after “Committees”; change “great alliance to” “great alliances” (plural)
- p. 219, seventh row, second column: add at the end “(until the 2010s)”
- p. 220, third row, second column: replace “retrenchment” with “consolidation”

**Index:**
- p. 229, entry “new normal”: delete “(2012–2020)”
- p. 230, entry “spying, domestic”: delete that entry (line)
- p. 231, entry “United Work Front Department”: change the entry to “United Front Work Department”